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Summary. Summary. E-learning is modern, interactive form of learning, appreciate by teachers E-learning is modern, interactive form of learning, appreciate by teachers 
and university lecturers. E learning schoolings are becoming more popular. It hasn’t be-and university lecturers. E learning schoolings are becoming more popular. It hasn’t be-
come – as it was initially expected – transition trend but strongly developed form of educa-come – as it was initially expected – transition trend but strongly developed form of educa-
tion. Both: school traditions in basic level – since kindergarten to secondary school certifi cate-tion. Both: school traditions in basic level – since kindergarten to secondary school certifi cate-
high schools and business world, think that e-learning is effective tool to learning support. high schools and business world, think that e-learning is effective tool to learning support. 
Benefi ts which are appearing from using e-learning – possibility to individual adjustment Benefi ts which are appearing from using e-learning – possibility to individual adjustment 
of time allocated on learning, often smaller outlays, more popular access to online stock of of time allocated on learning, often smaller outlays, more popular access to online stock of 
knowledge – all these arguments speak for using e-learning as education method. For entre-knowledge – all these arguments speak for using e-learning as education method. For entre-
preneurs and training companies that mean ability to train more people or future employees.preneurs and training companies that mean ability to train more people or future employees.
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According to the most widespreaded According to the most widespreaded 
in Poland defi nition expressed by M. Hyle, in Poland defi nition expressed by M. Hyle, 
e-learning training is a subordinationed e-learning training is a subordinationed 
of defi nited goal and training, electronic of defi nited goal and training, electronic 
stock of contents, designed for individual stock of contents, designed for individual 
usage and equipped in a navigation ele-usage and equipped in a navigation ele-
ments. Concept of training content is ca-ments. Concept of training content is ca-
pacious and contains e. g.:pacious and contains e. g.:

Records in electronic form, documents Records in electronic form, documents 
and instructions, and instructions, 
 Ebooks Ebooks
 Presentations (PowerPoint) Presentations (PowerPoint)
 Text and numeric statement  Text and numeric statement 

(Word Excel)(Word Excel)
 Sound records and educational movies Sound records and educational movies
 Knowledge based on «informations from  Knowledge based on «informations from 

chat and forums for specifi c group of users»chat and forums for specifi c group of users»
 Variety in multimedia elements like  Variety in multimedia elements like 

interactive gamesinteractive games
 Knowledge and ability tests Knowledge and ability tests
 Team work «in the network» Team work «in the network»
 Video conferences Video conferences
 Different methods and tools using to  Different methods and tools using to 

on-line learningon-line learning
Listed examples of training contents with Listed examples of training contents with 

no doubt can fulfi ll a function of education no doubt can fulfi ll a function of education 
stock, allocated as shared stuff to self-study stock, allocated as shared stuff to self-study 
or acquisition information. However, they or acquisition information. However, they 
are fundamentally different than e learn-are fundamentally different than e learn-
ing training. E-learning training is compact, ing training. E-learning training is compact, 
well-thought, subject to a specifi c, previously well-thought, subject to a specifi c, previously 
established structure which task is meeting established structure which task is meeting 
specifi ed didactic goal, posed against given specifi ed didactic goal, posed against given 

e-training in determined form (which fulfi ll-e-training in determined form (which fulfi ll-
ment have to occur in determined form).ment have to occur in determined form).

The most important value of e-learning The most important value of e-learning 
trainings is substantive knowledge. This trainings is substantive knowledge. This 
knowledge is on different level of diffi cult. knowledge is on different level of diffi cult. 
The learning process at e-learning train-The learning process at e-learning train-
ings is on three levels, includes:ings is on three levels, includes:
 Cognitive level – behaviors and abili- Cognitive level – behaviors and abili-

ties engraining thinking process . That ties engraining thinking process . That 
mean all actions that make need to acquire mean all actions that make need to acquire 
new knowledge and abilities.new knowledge and abilities.
 Infl uence level – attitude, position,  Infl uence level – attitude, position, 

emotions, feelings – motivation action for emotions, feelings – motivation action for 
e-listener to continue education. e-listener to continue education. 
 Psychomotor level – this content causes  Psychomotor level – this content causes 

actions and motor actions user of training. actions and motor actions user of training. 
Good adjustment of contents e-learn-Good adjustment of contents e-learn-

ing to every above-mentioned levels, con-ing to every above-mentioned levels, con-
tribute to facilitate work on high-quality tribute to facilitate work on high-quality 
of training in didactic aspect. Also, a main of training in didactic aspect. Also, a main 
assumption of preparing e-learning train-assumption of preparing e-learning train-
ings is an endeavor to optimum adjust-ings is an endeavor to optimum adjust-
ment training content to business practice ment training content to business practice 
enterprise, its preferences and taste.enterprise, its preferences and taste.

E-learning trainings based on work-E-learning trainings based on work-
shop trainings. We supply not only the-shop trainings. We supply not only the-
ory and tools but also practicing practi-ory and tools but also practicing practi-
cal skills useful and required in work. cal skills useful and required in work. 
Through it, everyone during the training Through it, everyone during the training 
has a chance to practicing own workshop, has a chance to practicing own workshop, 
barrier of fear about using new knowl-barrier of fear about using new knowl-
edge and abilities is liquidated-partici-edge and abilities is liquidated-partici-
pants willingly and boldly will embody pants willingly and boldly will embody 
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knowledge, skills and experience gained knowledge, skills and experience gained 
during e-trainings into life. during e-trainings into life. 

Composition of trainings have huge ef-Composition of trainings have huge ef-
fect on all e-learning process. Actually, using fect on all e-learning process. Actually, using 
different parts and components in trainings different parts and components in trainings 
have strict connection with effi ciency and have strict connection with effi ciency and 
satisfaction on users e-trainings. To e-learn-satisfaction on users e-trainings. To e-learn-
ing process proceed properly each form of ing process proceed properly each form of 
training should be carefully planned at early training should be carefully planned at early 
stage. Educational material should be attrac-stage. Educational material should be attrac-
tive consist from many interesting forms and tive consist from many interesting forms and 
interactions, conception should try to cope interactions, conception should try to cope 
goals posted before training. goals posted before training. 

Big infl uence of elaboration an e-train-Big infl uence of elaboration an e-train-
ings’ content and structure has got object ings’ content and structure has got object 
approach. To give training’ s content ad-approach. To give training’ s content ad-
equate form, you should:equate form, you should:
 properly describe a content by means  properly describe a content by means 

of metadataof metadata
 divide transfer to layers with differ- divide transfer to layers with differ-

ent destiny and specifi cityent destiny and specifi city
 remove from content redundant  remove from content redundant 

statements (minimize the transfer)statements (minimize the transfer)
 do an atomization od content do an atomization od content
 plan an utilization of medias and in- plan an utilization of medias and in-

teractive elementsteractive elements
 do proper use from supplementary  do proper use from supplementary 

materials. materials. 
Diversity of forms to learning (avaible Diversity of forms to learning (avaible 

online, web sides, fi les to download or in-online, web sides, fi les to download or in-
ternet databases) exercising. Outline of ternet databases) exercising. Outline of 
lectures, etc. diversifi ed education, mak-lectures, etc. diversifi ed education, mak-
ing it more adjusted to learner abilities. E-ing it more adjusted to learner abilities. E-
learning trainings fi t to pupils needs and learning trainings fi t to pupils needs and 
create opportunities to learn at freely cho-create opportunities to learn at freely cho-
sen place. If you like working at home, you sen place. If you like working at home, you 
can link it with family care, and avoid stress can link it with family care, and avoid stress 
related to approaches to school or college. related to approaches to school or college. 
In traditional education rate of science is In traditional education rate of science is 

imposed by teachers or other pupils. When imposed by teachers or other pupils. When 
it comes about e-learning , pupil hasn’t it comes about e-learning , pupil hasn’t 
got direct contact with teachers or mates, got direct contact with teachers or mates, 
so he need to be more involved and mo-so he need to be more involved and mo-
tivated to science. E-learning trainings al-tivated to science. E-learning trainings al-
low to learn in appropriate pace to every low to learn in appropriate pace to every 
learner. In all traditional forms are rigid learner. In all traditional forms are rigid 
timetable and exercises which need to be timetable and exercises which need to be 
abided by pupil. In this regard e-learning abided by pupil. In this regard e-learning 
giving pupils much more freedom but also giving pupils much more freedom but also 
require good work organization and self-require good work organization and self-
discipline. During lesson, learner can eas-discipline. During lesson, learner can eas-
ily come back to less understood moments ily come back to less understood moments 
of class, lecture, and view it any number of of class, lecture, and view it any number of 
time, scrolling slides or fi lms. There is no time, scrolling slides or fi lms. There is no 
fear that during the exams student will be fear that during the exams student will be 
in rush or make any mistakes. in rush or make any mistakes. 

The most popular and most effective The most popular and most effective 
tool using at e-learning trainings is edu-tool using at e-learning trainings is edu-
cational portal designed for managing and cational portal designed for managing and 
sharing trainings. From the portal level sharing trainings. From the portal level 
user has access to e-learning platform user has access to e-learning platform 
which is learning system designed to self-which is learning system designed to self-
study as well as to study with teacher or study as well as to study with teacher or 
guardian – through the Internet. Technical guardian – through the Internet. Technical 
level and abilities offered tools are allowed level and abilities offered tools are allowed 
to prepare e-learning as good as courses to prepare e-learning as good as courses 
conducted in traditional form, which mean conducted in traditional form, which mean 
based on direct contact: teacher-student. based on direct contact: teacher-student. 

Effi cacy of e-learning trainings de-Effi cacy of e-learning trainings de-
pends on three factors: technology, train-pends on three factors: technology, train-
ing content and services supporting pro-ing content and services supporting pro-
cess of education. Success condition in cess of education. Success condition in 
e-learning training is faith in yourselves, e-learning training is faith in yourselves, 
good motivation, positive attitude to sci-good motivation, positive attitude to sci-
ence and cooperation like also skill to use ence and cooperation like also skill to use 
technical resources. technical resources. 
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